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Trailer Lifting
Background 





There have been several incidents each year when drivers have
been seriously injured during the lifting of trailers for
piggybacking purposes. Those incidents have resulted in spinal
injuries, broken limbs, crushed arms and severed fingers. There
have been a number of other incidents resulting in minor injuries
including laceration and bruising and over 20 to 30 near hits each
year.
The pattern of incidents suggests that trailer lifting is a significant
and on-going hazard to employees. However this must be
counterbalanced against risk given that each of the 1,400 trailers in
the fleet are lifted several times every day. The Health and Safety
in Employment Act 1992 requires every employer to take all
practical steps to ensure the safety of employees at work.
Employees must also take all practical steps to ensure their own
safety and to ensure that they take no action or inaction while at
work that causes harm to other persons. These guidelines are the
result of an extensive review of lifting practice and provide
guidance on what practical steps can to be taken to meet the
requirements of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992.

Lifting incidents have typically been due to:


Mechanical failure of the chains and fittings



Mechanical failure of the loader



Incorrect use of the loader





Loader too small or unsuitable for trailer lifting



Drivers falling from the truck chassis.



Drivers being too close to moving machinery



Chains slipping in the grapples or sliding over the forks



Lack of communication between the driver and loader
operator



Wet, icy or muddy conditions making climbing on trucks
difficult


There are three basic lifting methods available:


Lifting using a hook



Lifting by grabbing the chain or by placing forks under the
chain



Non-chain alternatives such as crossbeams that can be
grabbed by the grapple or forklift pockets

Each of these methods has its advantages and disadvantages. For
example, while the use of lifting hooks on grapple loaders reduces
the risk of mechanical failure it does require drivers to work at
heights in often difficult conditions. With careful management all
three methods have their place.







Trailer Lifting

Operations




The truck driver is the person with overall responsibility for the
trailer lifting operation. Loader operators must follow the
instructions of the driver and must ensure that they can clearly
see the driver or be aware of where the driver is at all times. This
does not negate the general requirement for duty of care and
everyone on site, including the loader operator, must take all
practical steps to avoid imminent harm. All communications
must be clear and unambiguous. To assist with this, a standard
set of hand signs are included in this guide.


When climbing or working at heights, it is important to remember
to have three points of contact at all times. Many of the incidents
have been due to slipping and falling.


The front wheels of the trailer must be kept as close to the ground
as possible when the drawbar is being positioned. All practical
steps should be taken to avoid being under the trailer, especially
the head and torso. When the loader is moving the trailer
forward into the tow coupling, the driver must be on the off-side
allowing the loader driver to view the connection.




Gantry cranes are preferred to other methods of lifting when they
are available. Care needs to be taken to ensure that everyone is
well clear of the lifting operation and to take care when
connecting or disconnecting the lifting hook.


Grapple loaders can be used to lift trailers either by using hooks
on the grapple or boom or by grasping the chain provided certain
precautions are taken.
Bunching grapple loaders are not to be used as they are
unsuitable for lifting heavy loads.
The loader must be stable before commencing the lift. This can
require the use of fresh logs to form a stable platform.
The grapple must not to be moved when the driver or any other
person is in close proximity to the grapple or a swinging load
except when coupling the trailer to the truck.
Pogo sticks or other methods of presenting the chain to the
grapple should be used if possible.


Great care needs to be taken to ensure the load is well balanced so
that the chains do not slide on the forks. If sliding occurs it can
result in the trailer tipping or sliding off of the forks.
The grapple crowd must be in a closed position and the loader or
forks must not be moved when the driver or any other person is
in close proximity to the forks or a swinging load except when
coupling the trailer to the truck.
Pogo sticks or other forms of presenting the chain to the loader
should be used if provided.



Trailer lifting chain, anchor points and fittings must be inspected
regularly and replaced if:

A link is visibly worn to 90% or less of its original diameter or
is showing other visible evidence of loss of strength

There are any knots in the chain

There is a spread or distorted fitting

A link is weakened by gouges or pits reducing the diameter
by 10% or more

Any link or fitting is noticeably bent, twisted stretched or has
collapsed

Any weld, link, fitting or anchor point is cracked.

Any chain connectors are worn or damaged






The driver must be trained or undergoing training in trailer
lifting procedures



Trailer Lifting

Equipment, Operation,


Construction and Repair



Only grapple loaders, gantries, rubber tyre loaders and other
equipment that meets the requirements of Part 14 of the
Approved Code of Practice for Cranes shall be used to lift trailers.
Those requirements include the need for regular maintenance
inspections.
Gantry cranes are recommended at mills and other fixed sites
where trailer lifting is undertaken on a regular and on-going
basis. The area around the gantry must be well lit and the road
surface under the gantry in good condition and devoid of any
tripping hazards. The gantry controls must be positioned for ease
of use while ensuring the operator is well clear during the lifting
operation.


Alternative methods of lifting, including the use of lift pockets on
trailers and special purpose lifting frames may be used but must
comply with the relevant OSH approved codes of practice.




Chains and fittings must be endorsed for lifting purposes in
accordance with the Department of Labour OSH Approved Code
of Practice for Load Lifting and Rigging. Transport chain is not
suitable. The size of chain and fittings required can be assessed
using the flow charts included in this section of the code.
The trailer lifting chain must be securely anchored and rigged
such that the trailer is stable when suspended. Four-point
attachment is preferred and is required for new trailers. The
chain geometry, the length of the central section of chain and the
position of the fitting can make a difference in the risk of the chain
sliding on the forks of rubber tyre loaders.
Steps must be taken to minimise the need for drivers to be close to
loader grapples or forks or to climb up on the back of trucks.
These could include the provision of pogo sticks, chain tensioning
systems or other lifting arrangements that




Trailer lifting chain, anchor points and fittings must be inspected
regularly and replaced if:

A link is visibly worn to 90% or less of its original diameter or
is showing other visible evidence of loss of strength

There are any knots in the chain

There is a spread or distorted fitting

A link is weakened by gouges or pits reducing the diameter
by 10% or more

Any link or fitting is noticeably bent, twisted stretched or has
collapsed

Any weld, link, fitting or anchor point is cracked.

Any chain connectors are worn or damaged



Chains and fittings must not be repaired by welding.
Consider using alternatives to standard chain connectors if
fittings are repeatedly damaged.


The trailer turntable must be easy to rotate in order to minimise
the need for the driver to reach under trailer when turning the
drawbar. A handle and other device fitted to the turntable is
worth considering. Regular maintenance is important to ensure
the turntable turns freely.


The truck must be fitted with steps and non-slip surfaces if the
driver is required to climb onto the back of a truck on a regular
basis.


All new trailers must comply to this code of practice by the 1st
June 2006. All other trailers must comply by the 31st December
2007.








 


















































































































































































































Trailer lifting Technical background


The requirements for lifting chains and fittings have been
calculated using the OSH Approved Code for Practice for LoadLifting Rigging (2001). On many trailers there is four-leg section of
chain nearest to the chain anchors and a central portion that is
two-legged. An arrangement that has 13mm for the four-leg
section and 16mm for the central two leg section is equivalent in
capacity to a 16mm two-leg system over its entire length.
In the OSH Code of Practice lifting capacity is related to the angles
of the chains. For reasons of simplicity, rather than measure
angles, it is proposed that chain height divided by the distance
between the front and rear anchors be used as shown in the
following diagram. This ratio is directly related to the angle
through simple trigonometry.









The following graph and table show the weight of the trailer that
can be lifted with different chain sizes and loader type.




















































































































































The lowest lifting capacity is when grapple loaders are used. The
OSH values shown in the table are those specified in Table 5 of the
Load-Lifting Rigging Code for an included angle of 90 – 1200,
which are the same as the values calculated for an angle of 1200.
For reference the typical tare weights of older trailers are:
3 axle multi bolster
5.0 tonne
3 axle single bunk
4.25 tonne




4 axle multi bolster
4 axle single bolster

5.5 tonne
4.75 tonne

Clearly some existing trailers fitted with 13mm chain do not meet
these requirements when grapple loaders are used. There are
three options available depending on the weight of the trailer:
Option 1: For each trailer calculate the height ratio and use a
table to determine whether the height needs to be increased or a
larger chain used.
Option 2: Use Grade 100 chain, which is approximately 1.25
times the strength of grade 80.
Option 3: Use 16mm chain for the central 2-leg portion of 4-leg
arrangements and for the entire chain for 2-leg arrangements.
Concerns have been raised about the weight of 16mm chains for
drivers when they have to lift them up onto hooks, pogo sticks etc.
Replacing the central 3 metre section of chain to 16mm will add
approximately 5.7 kg to the weight of the chain. If it is assumed
that 5m of chain has to be lifted then with standard 13mm chain
the weight is 19kg. With the 3metre section of chain replaced by
16mm chain the weight is 24.7kg. The OSH Department of Labour
Code of Practice for Manual Handling has a risk rating system on
page 46. Manual lifting that involved lifting 20-29kg in weight,
some bending forward or twisting, has restricted posture stability
(floor uneven, soft. Slippery or sloping) and is undertaken less
than 10 times per shift has a risk score of 7. With a score under 10,
injuries are unlikely.
The above options are incorporated in the “Procedure for
Assessing Trailer Lifting Chains” in the design section of this
code.





